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Chairman’s Address

The safety theme of 2016/17 was dictated by some unfortunate incidents AKA accidents. I hope that 
members of the MVS are now accepting their legal responsibilities with regard to accident reporting. 
Recent changes in the accident reporting legislation now requires near misses to be reported in 
addition to maritime accidents. These requirements were emphasised in a recent conversation 
between your Chairman and the Chief Inspector of the MAIB.

For the year 2108 it would appear that we need to address the matter of communications within the 
MVS. Communication leads to a sense of belonging: Communication is therefore essential.

The MVS Post Holder Training programme has been rolled out to assist in ensuring that Post Holders 
are aware of the expectancies and their responsibilities within the MVS. I would urge any MVS Post 
Holders to sign up for this worthwhile training and for refresher training when offered.

MVS Council continues to issue MVS Bulletins. Those bulletins cover a multitude of subjects both 
operational and informative. MVS Council know that the bulletins were issued and that they can be 
retrieved from the MVS website. I urge all Heads of Units make provision for that information to be 
promulgated at MVS Unit level.

Other communications have included the change of address to which Membership Subscriptions 
should be sent. Despite the change which occurred last year, some units sent their renewals in April 
2017 to the former Registrar who had resigned some time before. This in turn led to membership 
renewal delays and the consequent denial of MVS privileges. There were some aggrieved 
parishioners some of whom failed to understand the connection between paid up membership and 
MVS insurance.

The result of the 2017 MVS Member Trustee voting was announced at the AGM and I was pleased to 
see two new members who had been co-opted being formally adopted. I was not happy to see that
despite a plea to our membership, not one MVS member was nominated. This is your organisation 
and your opportunity to help manage the MVS.

It must to be acknowledged that operationally there is room for improvement in the MVS Safety 
culture. We have recently appointed Ken GIBSON as MVS Health and Safety Advisor. Any 
organisation that does not revise and improve its safety culture, especially in the light of or in 
hindsight of events both inside and outside that organisation is riding for a fall.

For many members, the primary objective is to enjoy oneself in boats and why not? In any 
organisation, there is always a need to take stock of operational procedures. In the MVS, due to the 
operational environment, it could be said that there are particular risks which, if adequately 
controlled, can ensure that the spirit of adventure can prevail in controlled safety.

Finally, if we all learn from the lessons, operate in an open and honest manner then our enjoyment 
of boats will thrive.

Best wishes, trusting you all enjoyed your festive break, and safe and secure boating for 2018.

Captain Tony Minns MNI

National Chairman of the Maritime Volunteer Service



I write this piece mid way through the festive break. I will try not to be too smug, but chats with the MVS in the South 
tell me the weather up here in the “Frozen” North is better than be endured “Down” South. Whatever your weather 
brings you I trust we will all have great 2018 afloat and ashore. The Chair has mentioned keeping that weather eye on 
safety and risk management and it cannot be doubted that time spent in planning anything from a long sea passage to a 
simple bucket collection is not spent in vain. I can evidence this from working with a North West unit doing such a 
collection when the weather turned very violently against us and a swift discussion on Safety and Risk number 001 
“Effects of weather” and ” Be prepared to cancel deployment” led to an agreement to cancel!

The coming year will lead to some extra paperwork for all of us. Even a very hard Brexit will not help us, as the UK 
government will retain the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which comes into force on 25 May 2018. It will 
mean new forms being drafted and competed by all. The theme of the regulations is very sound and will protect all of us 
and I have no doubts that once in place we will be find the new forms “just part of life”.

My last piece of vice chair’s wisdom concerns training – especially post holder training. Those who have taken over units 
and unit management team roles must avail yourselves of the MVS post holder training package. Also those who are in 
positions of trust must also submit to a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check. The application form is currently 
available from the treasurer and the service is free.

So you will see that my message this time remains the same as usual “Don’t write on the chart with a pen and obey all 
the rules”

And that motto how about this time “Verba movent, exempla trahunt” Words move people but examples compel them.

Hopefully catch up with most of you soon, enjoy but stay safe and stay legal!
Chris Todd
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From the Vice Chair - Notes from the North

From the Chief Volunteer Officer
The operational management team has been strengthened in 2017.
George King was appointed as AVO North in April. George comes to us from the Royal Navy and runs his own business. 
His background, knowledge and ability are a considerable asset to MVS.
Oliver Chasteauneuf has been appointed to the position of Fleet Co-ordinator. He works deep-sea as Chief Officer, 
currently on supply vessels, and holds a class 1 certificate. Oliver will be building up new databases of the fleet and of 
members’ skills.
Ken Gibson has recently been appointed as Safety Advisor. Now retired Ken has a wealth of experience in safety 
management on gas and oil projects in the North Sea.
These are the people who deal with the day to day management of the MVS. They are complimented by specialist 
managers plus the Chair and members of Council. All of them put a lot of effort into keeping MVS a viable national 
charity.
MVS is a national charity – there is only one MVS. Units have considerable autonomy as a result of their wide 
geographical spread but all units are bound by the national rules. This means that quarterly and annual reports are 
mandatory – these are not optional for when the unit head deigns to fill one in. The reports are read and used by 
national managers and Council members.
Management actions result from these reports. We have great difficulty in getting any reports from some units, others 
are very laggardly. We need unit heads to take the completion of regular reports seriously. Quarterly reports must be 
returned on time, the cut-off is not on the last day of the month – it can be any day within the period end month, the 
recommended day is mid-month.
As many members are aware MVS falls into a legal void between commercial vessel operators and privately owned 
leisure vessels. However the MCA have decided we have to comply with the commercial sector’s legal requirements 
relating to essential crew qualifications; to minimum manning; to safety equipment; to incident reports; to pollution; to 
record keeping and so on.
There is a requirement for all operators of inshore passenger vessels to have an approved Safety Management System. 
We run a lot of vessels that carry non-fare paying passengers. MVS units and their vessels should comply with the << 
Safety Management Code for Domestic Passenger Ships >> so far as is practical. This is a compact version of the ISM 
Code that applies to larger commercial vessels.
MVS needs to have an effective Safety Management System (SMS) and the code’s requirements will be written into our 
national and local SMS. Regular internal audits will be carried out to make sure our procedures are being followed. An 
SMS protects MVS members and guests by providing the platform needed to create a safety culture. It ensures we value 
and protect the marine environment. It also protects managers, particularly unit heads, from headstrong members who 
think they know best. It’s not a bureaucratic exercise as recent incidents have shown.

Finally I want to emphasise that in order for MVS to be a viable national charity we must have systems in place that 
comply with the law and MVS must be seen to be a unified body; not a collection of quasi independent local 
organisations.
I wish all units and members a successful 2018 in making MVS a useful part of your maritime communities.
Steve Poole
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MVS hoists the flag to support Merchant Navy Day.

The event is organised by national charity Seafarers UK to raise public awareness of the Merchant 
Navy's massive contribution to the life of Great Britain. 
Participants can show their support by flying the Red Ensign.
The MVS Northumbria Unit proudly raised their Red 
Ensign Flag with a simple ceremony of remembrance 
at their boat’s berth at St Peter’s Marina in the east 
end of Newcastle. 
Head of Unit, Angela Carrington was proud to fly the 
flag in honour of those who gave their lives in the 
Merchant Navy commented, “We proudly fly a red 
ensign defaced with our MVS crest on our patrol 
vessel. 
It’s great to be a small part of the UK’s merchant fleet 
and we are mindful of the sacrifices given in two world 
wars and beyond by the men of the Merchant Navy.

Troll Joins Port of Manchester. 

The MVS has its fair share of unusual members but has 
so far not attracted too many mythical creatures.

That all changed at the Irlam and Cadishead Festival, 
when Detritus the Troll applied to join the Port of 
Manchester Unit.

His application is currently under review.

Picture: Detritus the Troll with Francesco D'Ascanio 
from MVS Port of Manchester. 

Surprise Exercise for Bristol Unit

When Tewkesbury based Severn Unit invited Bristol 
Unit to join them for an evening out on the river, their 
visitors were in for a big surprise.
Head of Severn Unit, Nic Price explained, "We were 
cruising upriver in several of our boats when a call 
came over the VHF that somebody had fallen into Avon 
Lock and needed immediate assistance. 
In fact this was a surprise exercise which we had set 
up for our Bristol visitors.” 
The crew proceeded to the lock and after assessing the 
situation deployed their rescue cradle to recover the 
casualty. 
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MVS Plans a Merseyside Return

The MVS has been missing from Merseyside in recent months and the service is making plans to 
restore an operation in the region. 
Vice Chair, Chris Todd and Port of Manchester volunteer, 
Francesco D'Ascanio who is a Liverpool Pilot, met with 
Mike Moran, Shipyard Director of Cammell Lairds at their 
Birkenhead Offices. 
Chris explained the founding and brief history of the 
MVS, while Mike offered Cammel Lairds continued 
support and confirmed that the MVS boat station located 
at their Bidston facility has a safe home for the future. 
Francesco said, "It was really good to meet Mike and 
hear that Cammell Laird has such a good community 
spirit. It would be great to see the MVS back in 
operation on the River Mersey." 

Picture: Francesco D'Ascanio, Chris Todd and Mike Moran.

Big Day Out for MVS in Salford

MVS National Communications Manager John Spencer-
Barnes and new recruit Norman Beaver from the Port of 
Manchester Unit appeared on Salford City Radio to 
promote our participation in the Salford Big Day Out.

John who is a BBC journalist said, “I usually prefer to 
ask the questions but it was a good opportunity to tell 
more people about the work of the MVS.”

The Big Day Out is a free family fun day organised by 
Salford City Council on the lawns of the Civic Centre in 
Swinton. 

Swim Cover for MVS Poole

MVS Poole helped provide safety cover for the annual Brownsea Island swim. 

Brownsea Island is the largest 
island in Poole Harbour.

The swim attracts around 300 
swimmers and covers a distance 
of four miles.

Many local organisations including 
the local Voluntary Lifeguards and 
Poole Canoe Club provide cover 
as the swimmers complete the 
event.
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Severn Flies the Flag at Local Show

When Severn Unit was invited to have a recruitment 
stand at the inaugural Bredon Big Day Out to help raise 
funds for a local Playing Fields Association they were 
pleased to help out.

HOU Nic Price said, "Although we are Tewkesbury 
based, the Worcestershire village of Bredon is only a 
few miles upstream and we were glad we could help 
make the event a success”.

MVS Humber Set Sail for The South 

Six members of MVS Humber have spent five days in 
the Solent putting their seamanship skills into practice 
on board the MVS national training vessel East Sussex 
1.

MVS Humber HoU Shayne Arnold, said, “We had 
fantastic support from David Hughes, the head of unit 
at MVS Sovereign Harbour and had a really productive 
time with the team on the south coast”.

MVS Poole at the Bournemouth Air Show

MVS Poole have provided marshalling cover for the safety exclusion zone at the Bournemouth Air 
Festival for the tenth consecutive year.

Unit vessels Avocet, St Elin and Ocean 
Adventure patrolled the zone which 
extended one kilometre out from the shore 
and covered over two kilometres between 
Bournemouth and Boscombe piers.

The safety zone has been extended 
following the recent incident at the 
Shoreham Air Festival and all the vessels 
were kept busy making sure no one 
strayed into the zone and disrupted the 
flying displays.
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East Sussex 1 visits Littlehampton

The MVS is committed to changing lives of our volunteers and communities around the UK.
One of our newest volunteers, Elaine Bowdery, tells of life on board our national training vessel, 
East Sussex 1, from Eastbourne to Littlehampton and back. 

“This was my first time out of the harbour with the MVS and I was a bit nervous in advance. 
After an hour of safety checks and briefings alongside, for the passage we were split into two 
watches, working two hour turns acting as helm, lookout and watch officer under supervision. 
It was good to be able to put my classroom theory into practice in plotting positions but the rolling 
of the vessel in quite lively seas added a new and strange dimension. 

Leaving in the dark was exciting and for someone new it felt a bit nerve wracking with the fast-
flowing tide at Littlehampton up our stern.
The trip home was slightly turbulent to say the least. 
The off-watch crew had wonderful views of the starry skies but it was very cold. 
We needed our heavy wool sweaters and coats. 

As we passed Beachy Head home-bound, I realised how tired I was but after we’d tied up we 
reflected on how much we’d experienced and how much we’d learned in just two days. 
It makes you appreciate the skills of the more experienced MVS members who are giving up their 
time to help others go to sea. 

My husband and I were so tired that we fell asleep almost as soon as we got home but if you ask 
me now whether I’d do another trip, of course I’d sign up. 
However, I’d prefer it if it was sunny and warm and the sea was calm.”



Swan Rescue for MVS Severn

When a sharp eyed youngster, out on a boat trip spotted a swan with a large lump in it’s neck, 
he drew it to the attention of boat skipper Will Fish, who is also a member of Severn Unit.
Will said, “I watched the bird carefully every time I passed it during the day and realised it was in 
some distress, so I contacted Vale Wildlife Hospital 
at Beckford near Tewkesbury, who said they would 
come out but needed the use of a boat.”
Martin Brookes, the manager of the hospital was 
taken out in one of the Unit’s boats to fine the 
casualty, which was found at Tewkesbury Sailing 
Club.
Martin managed to catch the swan with the aid of a 
special hook and then opened it’s beak to make an 
examination.
The blockage was actually compressed gas and 
vegetation, which as stuck as a solid ball below the 
swans tongue and down its throat preventing it 
from eating or drinking.
Following some attention, the swan was returned to the river to rejoin its mate and seemed none 
the worse for the experience.

MVS marks Trafalgar Day, 2017

The MVS has marked Trafalgar Day with events all around the Country.
Trafalgar Day is the celebration of the victory won by the Royal Navy, commanded by Vice-
Admiral Horatio Nelson over the combined French and Spanish fleets at the Battle of Trafalgar on 
October 21st, 1805.
Trafalgar dinners were held by MVS Units in Northumbria, Severn, Gloucestershire and by MVS 
East Sussex in Bexhill-on-Sea.
MVS National Chair, Captain Tony Minns, was guest of honour for the evening, held at Bexhill 
Sailing Club.
Lynn Peppit (AVO South), Paul Cronin (Director of Avon Navigation Trust), Councillor Peggy 
Clatworthy (Tewkesbury Town Mayor), Lt. Commander J Kinghorn (SCC) RNR and Roger Grey 
Chaplain (SCC) RNR who proposed the toast were special guests at the Tewkesbury event.
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MVS Lights up Lancaster
The MVS has been back on Morecambe Bay to help celebrate the annual firework festival at 
Lancaster Castle, which is part of the ‘Light up Lancaster’ event.

MVS members from the North West were on hand in 
Quay Meadow, one of the main viewing areas between 
the Castle and the River Lune, at historic St. George's 
Quay.
MVS Communications Director, John Spencer-Barnes, 
said, “In recent years we have not had a presence on 
the bay since the closure of the Morecambe Unit. It 
was good to be able to engage with local people and 
tell them about the good work we are doing nearby in 
Fleetwood and Manchester and to provide safety 
information to users of the river in the old maritime 
city”.

Severn Unit Helps Tewkesbury Achieve Gold Award
When MVS Severn was approached by Avon Navigation Trust Director Paul Cronin to help around 
the garden and grounds of the Avon Lock in Tewkesbury in preparation for the judging of the 
Heart of England in Bloom competition, they were 
only too pleased to help.
Avon Lock Keeper Nicola Lancaster said, "I realised 
that with extra help we could do really well in the 
competition and the MVS volunteers gave up their 
time and worked very hard to help achieve the 
prized Gold Certificate." 
HOU Nic Price added, "We also helped give 
Strensham and Nafford Locks, which are further 
upstream much needed makeovers during the year 
so our Gardening and Ground Force Team have been 
kept extremely busy".
Pictured are some of the members of Severn Unit 
MVS "Gardening and Ground Force Team" on Nafford 
Lock Island.

RNLI Training Exercise on East Sussex 1
The Eastbourne lifeboat used the MVS's national training vessel East Sussex 1 for a night-time 
casualty evacuation exercise on Wednesday 15 November. 
The exercise took place with East Sussex 1 alongside her usual berth at Sovereign Harbour and 

the lifeboat coming alongside.
The aim was to enable the RNLI to give a number of 
new crew members the opportunity to practice their 
classroom training on a real vessel. 
During the exercise a trainee RNLI coxswain had to 
bring the lifeboat alongside East Sussex 1 a couple of 
times, with the trainee crew directing a small team of 
MVS members where to secure the lines. 
While the object was to provide training for new RNLI 
volunteers, it was also a valuable training exercise for 
three new MVS members. 
Under the supervision of experienced MVS skipper 
Tim Apps, recent recruits Mick Driver, Ange Peet and 

Chris Petken were able to see the RNLI in action and were later shown around the lifeboat.
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2017 AGM
The 2017 MVS AGM was held at Pimlico in London on Saturday November 18th. 
The meeting was opened by the MVS Chair, Captain Tony Minns, before the Chief Volunteer Officer 
updated members on activities in the service over the last year. 
Members voted on amendments to the MVS articles of association and the results of the postal ballot 
was announced for trustees on the MVS Council. Chris Todd, David Dobson, Liz Glare and Angela 
Carrington were all confirmed as trustees. 
Richard Dale MBE who served as Company and National Secretary for a period of six years until the 
end of 2014 was elected as Honorary Vice 
President of the MVS for the next year.
Vice Chair, Chris Todd said, “It was good to 
see members from across the MVS and really 
good to see new members for the first time. 
Our theme of safety was complemented by 
one of our guest speakers when Captain 
Michael Lloyd warned of the problems of 
entering enclosed spaces and reminded us of 
the unlikely areas we may encounter them in 
our vessels. 
Robust debate by the members reminded all of us about the raison d'etre of the day. 
I look forward to next year's meeting and meanwhile enjoy your MVS and stay safe.”

MVS Marks Remembrance Sunday
The MVS has been marking Remembrance Sunday at services and events right around the 
country.
In Newcastle, MVS Northumbria led a procession of vessels 
up the River Tyne before stopping between the iconic 
Millennium and Tyne Bridges to take part in the two-
minute silence at 11am. 
Head of Unit, Angela Carrington who placed a special 
wreath into the river said, “This is the fifth year we’ve 
arranged the parade of sail. It’s an appropriate way for us 
to remember those who gave their lives in conflicts and in 
particular those who were serving in the Royal Navy and 
Merchant Navy.”
The Medway Unit were invited to attend the Royal Navy Memorial by the local RNR Unit. 
It was the first official engagement of this kind since the formation of the Unit.
Members of the Severn Unit took part in the Annual Remembrance Parade in Tewkesbury which 
involved marching to the Abbey for a Service and then to the Cenotaph. 
HOU Nic Price said, "This year we were very well represented in the parade with 16 members 
turning out".
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MVS Changing Lives

Lionel & Pat Whitehead – joined the IOW Unit MVS just a year ago. Here is their story, told byLionel, on how 
the MVS has changed their lives.

“My wife, Pat, and I came to the MVS having taken early retirement, with no maritime skills, just what we now 
know to be called ‘life skills’!

I had spent the last 14 years of my working life as a Porter at a Cambridge University college, which was 
mainly front of house – greeting visitors, security and welfare of students. Pat had been working in an office in 
accounts.

We were both warmly welcomed by the MVS Isle of Wight unit, and assured we could be useful members.

Although Pat is happier to have an operational support role, as she prefers not to go afloat, we have both 
learned about boats, safety afloat and ashore, knots, handling ropes, weather, flags and studied charts 
together, the Solent is very different from street maps!!!

We have helped with the renovation of our unit’s mobile Command and Control Unit, and seen a virtual wreck 
of a trailer unit, that was written off by the NHS, become a serviceable vehicle again due to the skills and 
knowledge of the team led by David Dobson. We learned about hitching trailers safely and were involved in 
helping the Unit at the local Armed Forces Day in the event control room where Pat was able to put her office 
and record keeping skills into practice. We have both worked on the restoration of the launch ‘Lew Maru’ 
which will be back in the water soon, where again we learned new skills and have worked on other boat 
maintenance tasks too.

During Cowes Week I was able to be crew on the Cowes Harbour Master’s jet RIBs, out on a sunny afternoon 
among all the racing boats, and patrolling in the evening around the harbour in the dark, one night in cold 
pouring rain. I got soaked through but loved every minute of it!!

I have also been lucky enough to go out a couple of times on East Sussex 1, when she came to the  Solent 
where I met members from ESSH and Humber. I learned chart plotting and also took the helm and was able to 
see how the seamanship I had learned in the classroom was really useful.

Both Pat and I have also learned to use the unit’s event and CB radios for communication and have taken an 
active part in a resilience exercise together with other voluntary organisations and have learned map reading 
skills.

My unknown DIY skills have been discovered and I have been inspired to buy some power tools. The 
downside is I am now expected to do more jobs at home! But that can only be good.

We attended the IOW Unit’s 21 st Anniversary dinner where I was cajoled into leading the singing of ‘Happy 
Birthday’ in front of 50 people and proposing a toast – something I never in my wildest dreams thought I 
would have the courage to do. And soon I will be joining in the Remembrance Day Parade and having to 
march through the County Town of the Isle of Wight.

MVS says “We change lives.” They have certainly changed mine. When I left Cambridge I never dreamed I 
would be doing all this.

THANK YOU MVS.
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Patron
HRH Prince Michael of Kent GCVO KStJ

MVS Council
Tony Minns: Chair of Council

Chris Todd: Vice Chair

Les Miller      Graham Hedley
Lynn Peppitt      David Dobson
David Hughes      John Spencer-Barnes
Liz Glare      Rodney Morgan
Peter Lutterer      

National Officers

Chair of Council
Capt Tony Minns

Vice Chair of Council
Chris Todd

Chief Volunteer Officer
Steve Poole

National MVS 
Secretary
Graham Hedley

National MVS Treasurer
Les Miller

Director of Resilience
David Dobson

National MVS Fleet 
Manager
Oliver Chasteauneuf

Director of 
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John Spencer-Barnes

National MVS Website 
Editor
Alexander Rodgers

National MVS Registrar
Vacant

Director of Training
Liz Glare

National MVS 
Fundraising Manager
Vacant
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National MVS 
Webmaster (Website 
Technical Matters)
David Hall

National MVS PR Officer
Keith Newman

National Admin Officer 
/ Newsletter Editor

Dave Spencer-Barnes

Medical Officer
Dr Nigel Garbutt



National Health & 
Safety Advisor
Vacant

Area Volunteer Officers

AVO (South)
Lynn Peppitt

AVO (North)
George King

Regional Volunteer Officers

RVO (East Kent)
Les Miller

RVO (Cinque Ports)
Richard Mercer

RVO (Dorset)
Ray Smith

RVO (Solent)
David Button

T/RVO (NW Alexand

England)
Alexander Rodgers

RVO (Bristol 
Channel)
Gordon McDonald
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RVO (Thames & North 
Kent)
Tim Corthorn

RVO (South 
Midlands)
Andrew Smith



Facebook and Twitter

The MVS has an official Facebook page. Search for ‘Maritime Volunteer Service Official’ when you are 
logged in to find the group. You simply have to ‘like’ it to be kept up to date with the latest MVS news.

You can also get all the latest feeds by following us on Twitter @MVSHQ

MVS Contacts

Chief Volunteer Officer   Steve Poole   cvo@mvs.org.uk
AVO(North)    Vacant    avonorth@mvs.org.uk
AVO(Central)    Vacant    avocentral@mvs.org.uk
AVO(South)    Lynn Peppitt   avosouth@mvs.org.uk
National Secretary   Graham Hedley   secretary@mvs.org.uk
National Treasurer   Les Miller   treasurer@mvs.org.uk
Director of Resilience   David Dobson   david.dobson@mvs.org.uk
Director of Training   Liz Glare   liz.glare@mvs.org.uk
Director of Communications  John Spencer-Barnes  communications@mvs.org.uk
National Website Editor   Alexander Rodgers  webeditor@mvs.org.uk
National PR Officer   Keith Newman   keith@highlightspr.co.uk
National Webmaster   David Hall   webmaster@mvs.org.uk 
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www.mvs.org.uk
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